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Some of you have heard of MEMS, and the rest of you wonder “What in the world is
MEMS?”
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Better Customer Care
Shared Resources = Less Downtime
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MEMS is an organization of North American utility companies. When their services
become threatened or disrupted, members of the MEMS organization share
resources—parts and labor—to maintain or restore services. Companies that
provide electricity, gas, and water cannot afford to keep a complete inventory of
replacement parts on hand, so sharing makes sense, and improves the quality of
service for everyone’s customers.
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MEMS Makes Sense
Keeping your customers comfortable . . .
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If you’ve ever been without air conditioning, heat, hot water, lights, a working
refrigerator—essentials that we take for granted—you can appreciate the
importance of avoiding service interruptions.
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The name of the organization, MEMS, is an acronym that describes the
organization’s mission.
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MUTUAL indicates that members of the organization share a common goal—
helping each other in times of need and keeping their customers happy.
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EMERGENCY, of course, means that we all expect the unexpected. Hurricanes, ice
storms, floods and other natural disasters.
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MATERIALS are the items we need quickly to maintain or restore services to
customers. And If manufacturers do not have a ready supply, we rely on one
another for parts exchange at fair-market prices. We also share human resources,
though we couldn’t work it into the acronym.
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SUPPORT is the key word here. It’s what our members do for one another and for
their customers.
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Cooperative Management
• Shared materials during normal
operations.
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The original concept of MEMS was built on emergency response, but the scope of
the organization has increased. It doesn’t require a hurricane, fire, ice storm, or
other disaster to make MEMS work. Members can share materials at any time. Not
just when outages occur, but when parts are in short supply and inventories are
diminished.
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Cooperative Management
• Shared materials during normal
operations.
• Shared materials during emergency
system outages.
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When an emergency does occur, the MEMS network stands ready to speed up
restoration efforts through efficient management of resources.
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Four Regions
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In North America, MEMS has four regional groups of participants, though activities
are not limited exchanges within regions.
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Four Regions
MEMS West
Arizona Public Service
BC Hydro
Colorado Springs Utilities
Northwestern Energy
Hawaiian Electric
L.A. Dept of Water & Power
Pacific Gas & Electric
Pacificorp
Public Service N.M.

Puget Sound Energy
Sacramento MUD
San Diego Gas & Electric
Seattle City Lights
Snohomish County PUD
Sierra Pacific/Nevada Power
Southern Cal Edison
Tacoma Public Utilities
Tri-State G&T Assoc
Portland General Electric
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MEMS West regional members have primarily been affected by earthquakes, snow
and ice storms, wind storms, and fires. We take turns hosting regional meetings to
gather feedback. Of course, we always hope that Hawaiian Electric will extend an
invitation so we can meet in Oahu.
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Four Regions
MEMS Northeast
Central Hudson Gas & Electric
Duquesne Light Company
National Grid USA Service
PECO Energy
PPL Utilities
Public Service Electric & Gas
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MEMS Northeast members typically have incidents related to winter weather. They
are a small group in a small area, and often rely on MEMS members outside the
Northeast when snow and ice blanket the region.
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Four Regions
MEMS Central
American Electric Power
Dayton Power & Light
First Energy Corporation
Kansas City Power & Light
Lansing Board of Water & Light
Northern Indiana Public Service
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MEMS Central is also a small group. Members often face the devastation of
tornadoes and flooding, with snow and ice issues in the Northern Central area.
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Four Regions
MEMS South
AEP Texas Central
Alabama Power Co.
Austin Energy
CenterPoint Energy
City Public Svc. Bd. San Antonio
CLECO Corp.
Dominion Virginia
Duke Energy
ENTERGY
Florida Power & Light
Florida Power Corp.
Jacksonville Electric Authority
Orlando Utilities
PEPCO Holdings Inc.
Progress Energy (Carolinas)
South Carolina Electric & Gas
Tampa Electric
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Last but not least, and certainly the busiest this year, MEMS South members
typically deal with hurricane damage. In fact, the MEMS organization began in the
Southern U.S. in 1989 as a way to minimize outages caused by tropical storms and
hurricanes.
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National Committee
• Comprised of regional chairs and vice chairs
• Presided over by national chair
• Meets annually
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Each region elects officers, determines a meeting schedule, and operates
independently of other regions. Every region follows the guidelines set forth by the
National MEMS charter. Regional officers form the National Committee and elect a
National Chair. This committee meets annually.
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Tried And True Process
• Jim Johnson of GSU founded MEMS
• Database developed and administered by
IHS/INTERMAT
• Hugo presented first challenge -1989
• Early years DOS/Desktop
• Now web-based
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Jim Johnson of Gulf States Utilities, now part of ENTERGY, had grown tired of
having his company deliver dry ice to customers while waiting for supplies and
power restoration in post-hurricane warm weather. He came up with the idea of a
mutual parts exchange plan. He went to work with Jeff Beauchamp of INTERMAT, a
leader in the supply-chain industry, to come up with a methodology for exchanging
materials. In 1989, Hurricane Hugo gave them an opportunity to test what they had
developed, and MEMS made a difference. The process of maintaining parts
catalogs for every participant has evolved over the years. It began with printed
catalogs, then databases in DOS and Windows, and today is a web-based
application.
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MEMS Database
Reference Numbers

Vendor numbers
Manufacturer numbers
Utility’s internal stock numbers
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Participating utilities enter their parts information into the database. Replacement
parts are known by many names and numbers. These are indexed and cross
referenced so than when a MEMS participant needs something, he or she can ask
for it in a way that is easily understood by the other members.
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Costs of Participation
• $1550 per year service fees
• $175 per “event” (to activate notification)
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No matter how much you invest in emergency inventory, your restoration needs will
likely exceed your supplies. MEMS participants pay an annual fee to access the
database. It contains lists of resources held by nearly 50 utilities across North
America. It’s an efficient resource when it comes to obtaining urgently-needed
materials.
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Cost Equation: Service Fee
• 8 40’ class-4 poles
• 1.5 100KVA 7200 overhead transformers
• 1565 lbs. of 4/0AAAC wire
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Let’s put the cost in perspective. The service fee has enormous payback during
materials shortages. The annual participation fee equals the price of eight poles, or
one transformer, or more than 1500 pounds of wire. Having immediate access to
any of these items can avert a crisis. Especially now, while manufacturers are still
scrambling to rebuild inventories in the aftermath of recent hurricanes. Utilities turn
to MEMS when they can’t get parts from manufacturers. They pay the “going rate”
for materials that they buy from one another, but having immediate access to
restoration parts is priceless.
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Service Fee Includes
• Training and instruction
• Searchable database: MEMSolution
• Administrative services
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The $1550 annual service fee includes training, access to the database, and
administrative services. When a cry for help is issued, the MEMS administrator
coordinates the relief effort.
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How Does It Work?
•
•
•
•

Receive request from member utility
Broadcast request to entire membership
Review MEMS database for “hits”
Distribute list of “hits” for each item
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The request for emergency placement parts is a simple four-step process. The
request is issued and broadcast to all members, who search the database for items
that match those requested. Members who have the items in inventory respond
a.s.a.p. and arrange for immediate transfer.
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www.mems.org
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MEMS members use the website to download software, review guidelines, submit
updates, and find contact information for members. The website, www-dot-memsdot-org, is public, but the members-only section is password controlled. Only duespaying members have access to the parts database.
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Members Only
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The ability to make ongoing updates represents the greatest benefit derived from
the web-based application. When the database was delivered on CD as a software
application, updates generally occurred annually. Now updates are constant and the
data is always accurate.
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Members Only
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Here you see guidelines on the website for submitting data updates.
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Members Only
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Members also receive “generic” part numbers for items that normally don’t have
designated I.D. numbers, to make it easier to search the database.
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Members Only
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This screen shows the different ways a MEMS participant can enter search criteria:
by manufacturer name, identifying numbers and also by region or by participating
company. MEMS participants can be as general or as specific as they need to be
when locating necessary items.
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Members Only
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Here you can see the results of a search using limited criteria. Pacific Gas & Electric
is generating a request for an item and has located it at San Diego Gas & Electric.
The requestor entered one characteristic of the item needed, and came up with four
companies in the Western region that could provide the item.
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Members Only
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And here you see a cross-reference report. It shows inventory from two member
companies, showing identical parts with their differing internal stock numbers.
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Members Only
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When a requestor finds a needed item, he or she has all the contact information for
making the request. This includes emails, phone numbers, home and work
addresses, cellular numbers, fax numbers, pager numbers, etcetera.
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Members Only
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When you cannot locate a specific item, you can request a list of potential
substitutes. The list contains descriptions of items, manufacturer’s data, and
identifying part numbers.
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Members Only
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You can also view and search the database in spreadsheet form, assuming you are
comfortable working with Microsoft Excel.
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Members Only
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Using Excel, you can customize the view in many different ways to suit your needs.
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Members Only
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And, ultimately, whether you made a generic or specific search, whether you used
the spreadsheet approach or not, you find the item you want and make your request
for just what you need. Here you see that one of our members is requesting
adapters from CenterPoint Energy.
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Katrina/Rita
•
•
•
•
•

Alabama
Florida
Louisiana
Mississippi
Texas
More than 3.5 million outages . . .
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We used to say that MEMS gave utility companies a solution that made a
difference. The kind of difference that meant restoring services within hours instead
of days. But in 2005 we met with huge national disasters back to back. Which came
to be known as the “Katrinarita” situation. It was a disaster of unprecedented
proportions in the history of MEMS. Restoring power, in many areas, was within
hours instead of days, but in the most severely impacted areas it took weeks or
longer. The length of restoration time, without the benefit of MEMS, was and is
unthinkable.
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The Power of MEMS … It’s
there when you need it!
l
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In summary, MEMS is an organization of utility companies, and they’re all about
Power—they empower one another. Members share costly resources, such as parts
and labor, to minimize outages of electricity, gas, and water. Thank you for letting
me speak to you today. I’ll be happy to take any questions you have.
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